
 

 
 

Committee Meeting Minutes 

11 August 2021 

 
1. Attendance 

 
Committee Members  

Alexis Kavanagh Scott Thomson 

Sally Johnson Karen Thomson  

Sylvia Robertson Isabelle Watson 

Lorna White Jillian McLaughlin 

Scott Boyd  

Ex-Officio Committee Members 

  

Apologies Received From 

Sharon McIntyre  

  

 

1. Previous Minutes 

 

The draft minutes (5 July 2021). The minutes were proposed by SJ and seconded KT. 

 

Progress on previous actions. 

 

 

Action AK – to add organise a meeting of the funding sub-committee. Date agreed for 

18/8/21 

 

Action SMcI/AK/SR  - decide /organise the advanced swimmers in the lesson programme 

for  2 extra swimming sessions. – The decision was taken not to go ahead with this, primarily 

due to logistics and the holiday period. 

 

Action SMcI /LW– to review members who have not attended regularly and contact them if 
appropriate. Completed 
 

Action All – consider the feasibility of setting up a “for fitness” squad. See below 

  
Action ST – to review risk assessment with regards the ability for swimmers to change after 
training. Complete 
 
Action funding committee – review and make proposals about training new training times. 

This may involve contacting the Galleon. See BELOW 



 

Action AK: General email to the membership asking for volunteers and helpers. Ongoing  

 

Action All: to consider and share ideas for a day out for swimmers. See below 

 

Action SMcI:  to complete the Child Protection and Wellbeing course. Ongoing 

 

Action All: those that have completed should ensure their certificates are uploaded onto 

Azolve. Further reminder given. 

 

 

 

2. Finance Report 

 

We currently have 68 members. We have recently had 3 new members join from KASL and 

expect to have up to 3 more in the coming months. There have also been 3 enquiries from 

swimmers from other clubs. The committee discussed the importance of sticking to our 

policy for joining the club. Whilst it is not necessary for KASL swimmers to formally apply 

to join the club it is for swimmers coming from other clubs or other swimming lessons. The 

application process includes completion of the application form, swimming assessment and a 

reference from the previous club.  

 

The current account balance is just below £13,000 but the £3.000 July Galleon fee is still to 

be paid (the Galleon have yet to cash the cheque). Since the last meeting we have received 

payments of £1,000 which was a subsidy due on the completion of the L2 coaching courses 

from Scottish Swimming and £300 from the West District. 

 

Payment methods were discussed as there was some concern that invoices were not being 

paid on time. The Galleon invoice is paid by cheque and the cheque is delivered in person. 

Our account does not have an electronic banking facility.  

 

Head coach contract – it was agreed to renew the contract. The working times were clarified 

as 50 weeks at 20 hours per week and this will be tracked as 1,000 hours per year rather than 

80 hours for a 4 week period. Further clarity will be given regarding on how the time is spent 

for example a limit on administrative work. SB was confident that the invoices are normally 

paid on time. 

 

Action ST: to send Sharon the new contract and arrange for it to be signed.  

 

Action AK: to organise funding sub committee meeting for 18 August 

 

3. Swimming Sessions  

 

Swimming times were changed over the summer period to make full use of the available pool 

time. This resulted in cancelling the Sunday afternoon sessions at the Portal. As a result, 

some squads were invited along to additional sessions whilst a few squads were invited to 

less. In particular Gamma squad were being offered relatively more hours.  

 

It was noted that as the holiday period comes to an end some of the more popular sessions are 

over-subscribed and not all swimmers are getting a place.  However as there has been further 



relaxation in Scottish Governments COVID restrictions it is expected that within the next few 

days Scottish Swimming will update their guidance regarding numbers in pools etc and that 

this relaxation will follow through to the Galleon and other facility providers. Whilst lifting 

the restrictions on swimmer numbers in pools will make a difference there is still a need to 

review the swimming times and the sessions offered to the different squads. In the first 

instance the Gamma squad will not continue to be invited to an extra session on a Tuesday 

night. 

 

Action funding committee – review and make proposals about training new training times.  

 

Action ST – liaise with the Galleon and update risk assessments in line with latest Scottish 

Swimming guidance. 

 

4. KASC Procedures  

 

There was a brief review of the procedures and forms required for joining and leaving the 

club. All were at a final draft status and were accepted as being the final version. It was 

agreed that the application forms should be made available on the website and the entry exit 

forms put in the Google drive where they are accessible to the committee members. 

 

Action SB- to put the application form on the website and the other documents onto the 

google drive. 

 

5. KASL 

 

The lesson programme has restarted after the summer break. The classes are full and there is 

a waiting list.  

 

£100 has been donated to the Anthony Nolan fund. 

 

 

6. Head Coach Report 

 

Time trials Sat 14th/Sun 15th Aug. Once complete, send to Karen to distribute. 

Looked into extra sessions at the Galleon and Portal. Expect to hear back with options and 

process. Changing facilities allowed at Harvies 3pm finish. Scott T already changed risk 

assessment 

Good numbers now at land training, kids enjoying rounders 

New swimmers from lessons, 5 trial, one definite waiting till next time, 3 signed up to club 

already.  

Proposal to invite ex swimmers to training squad/fitness squad. Initial thoughts are for 

sessions on Tuesday and Thursday nights for a fee of £20. This is discussed further under 

AOCB. 



Attended national programme update last week via zoom SS, and an Ayrshire Forum 

meeting hosted by Erin Cummings. Not much to report 

Evan and Adam invited to DRP programme again this year. I have to fill in nomination forms 

Relay gala proposal 22nd Aug after day out  

New Ipad would be a useful addition. 

Festival of Swimming results were good, not particularly agree with 1st comp being long 

course but swimmers did well, especially Alexis for her 1st attempt at a swim meet and long 

course. A lot learnt 

Still to finish CP course but should be completed in the coming week.  

Holiday booked abroad for Sept 8th Sept still awaiting confirmation that it will go ahead.  

New planner will be sent out once we have agreed  Galleon on additional hrs, so suggest 

keeping the same till end Aug when they’re lessons start a new block 

 

 

7. AOCB 

 

Fitness Squad 

 

There have been a few enquiries from swimmers who have left the club about returning. It is 

thought that these swimmers might be interested in the fitness squad which has been 

proposed at previous meetings.  

 

SMcI is proposing to send out an email to swimmers who have recently left to see if there is 

interest in starting up a fitness squad. The proposal would be to offer these swimmers 

1.5hours over during Tuesday and Thursday sessions for a fee of a £20. 

  

The committee noted that it would be necessary for these swimmers to be registered with 

Scottish Swimming and it was agreed that this squad should have its own lane. The 

committee agreed that there was merit in this idea, and it would be good to send out an email 

to assess interest in it. However, until such time as we are allowed more swimmers in the 

pool at a time it would not be feasible to take it forward. 

 

As this is effectively a new squad there may be opportunities to apply for funding.  

 

Day out:  

 

A questionnaire was circulated regarding options for a day out. The majority opted for the 

Galloway Activity Centre with a price in the £25-£50 price bracket. It was noted that there 

are some members who were under 10 and may be under the age restrictions for some of the 

activities.  Further discussion required. 

 



Restrictions around buses have now changed such that there is no need for social distancing, 

It was felt this would be a good option for having a day out. Initial quotes were in the region 

of £450.  

 

Action SR/AK : to look get other quotes for bus hire.  

 

Action IW : consider other options day out. 

 

 

Date of Next Meetings   

 

7 September 2021 at 19:30  

 

 

 

Summary of Actions   

 

 

Action ST: to send Sharon the new contract and arrange for it to be signed.  

 

Action AK: to organise funding sub-committee meeting for 18 August 

 

Action funding committee – review and make proposals about training new training times.  

 

Action ST – liaise with the Galleon and update risk assessments in line with latest Scottish 

Swimming guidance 

 

Action SB- to put the application form on the website and the other documents onto the 

google drive. 

 

Action SR/AK : to look get other quotes for bus hire.  

 

 

 


